The Solution for Mixed Fleet
Management Challenges
Glass Mountain's AXiS/OneView Solution

Addressing mixed fleet
management needs in
one software solution
Until quite recently, the usability of asset tracking technology in

Data from these services can also be integrated into a company’s

hampered by an inability to consolidate data from different makes

purposes, providing a single window for all fleet equipment and

a mixed fleet environment in heavy construction and mining was
and models of equipment. Early on, every major OEM had its own

proprietary telematics system with its own web-based platform, unique

data reporting features, and typically no option to export information

to an external application. Third-party platforms developed to track

machinery that lacked factory-installed telematics systems produced
yet another pool of data that could not be integrated with information

gathered by manufacturers’ own tracking devices. It caused a

confusing array of multiple logins, leaving the fleet manager to connect
the data dots from different portals.

Today, that gap is filled with telematics data from both OEM and
aftermarket systems flowing into a single platform with no IT or

staffing investment required by the contractor, equipment manager,
or mine manager. In addition, supplementary information such as tire

pressure and temperature, fuel dispensing, energy consumption, and
attachment management can also be imported into one unified system.
AXiS/OneView's, specialized asset management solution for heavy

equipment and mixed fleets, centralizes all data from OEM telematics units.
It allows access to consolidated machine data made available in the initial
release of the Association of Equipment Management Professionals

(AEMP) Telematics Data Standard, including machine identification

information, current location, hours of operation, machine idle, fuel

consumption, odometer readings and distance traveled for support

vehicles.

Drilling down into this data allows access to information across the
entire fleet as well as by site. How much fuel did a single piece of

machinery consume compared to an entire site? How much fuel was

consumed per site and what was their performance and budget? What
are the maintenance needs of an individual machine or the entire site?

enterprise software for job costing, production output, and other

vehicles. The integration benefit is an important new tool for evaluating
and improving asset fleet productivity and site profitability.

The AXiS/OneView platform empowers companies to tackle the core
challenges of management: safety, productivity, maintenance and

compliance. Providing opportunities for smarter equipment

management, from better asset allocation to improved fuel and cost

controls, AXiS/OneView offers a full range of operational improvements.

The platform’s smart features consolidate data and provide complete

visibility through a single interface. With easy access to this information,
businesses can stay competitive and increase their bottom line.
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OVERVIEW OF AXiS/OneView

All makes, models, and years.
One platform.
Product Overview
Managing mixed fleets across multiple platforms can be time-consuming and difficult for fleet managers. AXiS/OneView provides
complete visibility and control through a single interface—
including OEM-installed fleet management devices. All makes, all
models, all years- one software platform.
Industry Applications
AXiS/OneView can be used across a range of different industries and
sites including:

▫Construction
▫
▫Equipment
▫
rental
▫Quarries
▫

▫Ready-mix
▫
▫Civil
▫
engineering

Asset Management Visibility
The AXiS/OneView dashboards provide overviews across all your
assets, sites, maintenance, fuel, events and much more.

The Overview pane puts all
OEM data on one screen for a
single view of operations.

The Equipment List helps
track data for specific
sub-industries, ensuring
productivity remains high.

Key Features
V iew all telematics data in one place,
regardless of machine manufacturer:

▫Location
▫
monitoring
▫Tire
▫
pressure monitoring
▫Fuel
▫
& energy dashboard & management
▫▫Work vs idle sensor applications
▫Load
▫
& scale data recording
▫Mobile
▫
app & QR code capability
▫▫Comprehensive preventative maintenance including
specific attachment and component management
▫Non-powered
▫
asset tracking
Bene ts
AXiS/OneView provides reliable data reducing
inefficiencies and increasing productivity in a single
application:
▫Ability
▫
to track & monitor equipment from any OEM
▫In-depth
▫
site analysis including fuel burn, asset utilization
and engine management
▫Work
▫
tool tracking
▫Initiate
▫
and track work orders
▫Engine
▫
data reports
▫Mixed
▫
fleet compatible
▫Integration
▫
into enterprise software
▫Equipment
▫
attachment management
▫Machine
▫
inspection app

Daily Haul Cycle Analysis

Site and Asset based Geofence Overlay for
Production and Safe Operation Reporting

&

Features
Benefits
Features
AXiS/OneView is at the heart of our solution
suite for the industry. Drawing in data from
production equipment — loaders, haul trucks,
belt scales, consumed energy data (fuel and
electricity), and interfacing with your back
office systems, AXiS/OneView is your single
view for quarry management.
AXiS/OneView offers the following features:
Cycle Time Reporting — understand the
components of your haul cycle such as load
time and loaded travel, to help you understand
how you can improve performance and reduce
unnecessary costs.
Payload Data — gives you the ability to
measure actual payload weight per haul to
determine if you are maximizing production.
Payload data can be analyzed by:
▫Truckload
▫
▫Actual
▫
vs. target

▫ Hour
▫ Production trends

Fit For Purpose Hardware — IP67 rated,
highly ruggedized hardware provides extremely
reliable performance in harsh environments.

Routing and Navigation — the in-cab
device provides the driver with job dispatch

information and the most efficient routing to
and from sites as well as notifications on traffic
and other potential delays along the way.

Replay-a-Day — provides the exact location
and condition of your fleet assets during the
day’s delivery cycle.

Performance Dashboards — create your own
dashboards to provide real time performance
data of your fleet, which allows you to quickly
identify issues and take corrective action.

Business Intelligence — allows you to analyze
patterns and performance to ensure better
resource planning.
Machine Health Alerts — provides you with
insight into accurate hours, condition alerts and
notification schedules including OEM data from
telematics.
Tire Pressure Monitoring System — allows
you to monitor and receive alerts relating to the
ambient tire pressure and heat of your TPMS
equipped assets.
Fuel Reconciliation — allows you to match fuel
distribution to the asset and then report on fuel
burn. This allows you to monitor and reconcile
fuel delivered, tank level, usage by product and
daily fuel usage.

Feature Benefits
Increase efficiency and productivity:
▫Maximize
▫
production cycles through
real time communication and feedback
to the operator

▫Analyze
▫
payload data to ensure
maximum production
▫Identify
▫
assets being underutilized
▫Monitor
▫
where your assets are and how
they’re being used at any given time
▫Efficient
▫
navigation and routing

▫Allow
▫
for quicker identification and
elimination of bottlenecks
▫Run
▫
exception-based reports for
actioning and trend identification

▫Improve
▫
worker health and safety:
–– Manage safe and productive speed
limits for your drivers and operators

–– Use preventative maintenance to
minimize risk of component failure and
associated injuries

AXiS/OneView REPORT SUITE

Key reports to effectively manage
your entire equipment fleet
Fuel Burned by Site Report
Monitor fuel burn across machines and sites over specific time periods
with fuel burn reports.

Unified Production Report
Use the Unified Production report (UPR) to manage productivity for
all forms of construction operations.

Engine Data Report
Run the Engine Data reports to gain insight into your machine’s engine speed,
boost pressure, fuel burn rate and other statistics to monitor the health of
your machines.

Route Status Report
Use the Route Status report to monitor how many jobs are completed
by each vehicle and their current status.

Equipment Use Report
Work with the Equipment Use report to obtain visibility of your asset utilization
times and distribute your fleet effectively across sites.

Vehicle Status Report
Run the Vehicle Status report to gain a complete overview of how much
time each vehicle has spent at each status.

FUEL INTEGRATION

Gilbarco Veeder-Root
Teletrac Navman fuel integration
Total control of fueling and consumption of fuel
What is the fuel integration through Teletrac Navman and
Gilbarco Veeder-Root ?
The Teletrac Navman and Gilbarco integration is the only complete
platform that provides fuel tracking from forecast to usage. With the
combined abilities of Gilbarco-Veeder Root and Teletrac Navman,
users are able to project fuel purchases, monitor inventory levels,
measure exact delivery from the nozzle and track fuel usage
throughout their fleet. This integration is the only solution in the
market to provide a complete view of the fuel purchase and usage
lifecycle, giving users an unprecedented level of reporting access.
How does the integration work?
To provide total control of fueling and consumption of fuel for a
variety of businesses, Gilbarco Veeder-Root’s nozzles are tagged
with a radio frequency identification (RFID) label that simultaneously
communicates with the Islander PLUS Fueling Station, and your office.
The system automatically captures vehicle identification numbers
and odometer information directly from the vehicle, logging every
fractional liter or gallon of fuel dispensed to each vehicle/asset –
tracking each driver’s fueling activity. With Mifare Tag and Mag Fuel
Card systems, the RFID nozzle provides added security and prohibits
unauthorized vehicles/assets from fueling. Managers can ensure fleet
transactions are centrally collected from all locations with combined
tracking and online control technology from Gilbarco Veeder-Root,
and a telematics solution from Teletrac Navman. This collaborative
technology offers carriers visibility over an entire fleet to capture fuel
savings from theft, waste, and inefficiencies.
Which Teletrac Navman features integrate with
Gilbarco Veeder-Root?
GCI Connect is a fuel management system built around a flexible
architecture and is capable of integrating multiple data sources to
deliver reports and applications in a unified front. The high-level
reporting abilities of the application include:
▫Fuel
▫
burned
▫Usage
▫
by product
▫Fuel
▫
delivered
▫12
▫ months usage trend
▫Fuel
▫
reconciliation
▫Delivery
▫
history
▫Latest
▫
fuel transactions
▫Fuel
▫
stock levels
▫Tank
▫
levels
▫Daily
▫
fuel usage
▫Pump
▫
recon

The system has dashboards for unique activity areas such as fuel use
and preventative maintenance. A user can set this as their dashboard
and manage the system via exceptions.
Below are the dashboards currently in the system.
▫▫Fuel Dashboard
▫▫Equipment Dashboard
▫▫PM Dashboard
▫▫Events Dashboard
External systems integrated with:
▫All
▫ major OEM machine data and telematics systems
▫Fuel
▫
credit card systems
▫▫ERP systems
▫▫Work order systems
▫Integration
▫
benefits
Complete visibility into a company’s fuel burn across vehicles and
delivery sites, for extended periods of time. The integration arms

businesses with insight into every aspect of the fueling process,
preventing fuel waste of any kind.
Complete fuel management and reconciliation via AXiS/
OneView
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INDUSTRY WE SERVE—CONSTRUCTION BULK MATERIALS

Effectively manage
your mixed fleet of assets
When finished product margins are modest and operating
expenses are high, production efficiency is paramount.
Coordinating batch plant, quarry loading and construction site
deliveries can be challenging. Insights in real-time into actual
operating costs and components of haul cycles allow quarry
managers to analyze operational behavior and identify areas
for improvement immediately.
AXiS/OneView's software solutions provide a unique offering for the
construction bulk materials industry. Effectively manage your mixed
fleet of assets and make informed decisions based on real time data
relating to haul cycle efficiency, and the routing, cycle, and dwell times for
ready-mix and aggregate deliveries.

Construction materials companies can for the first time make
sustainable improvements in production output in near realtime.
AXiS/OneView addresses the following segments:
Aggregate — payload data, tire pressure monitoring and cycle
time reporting ensures maximum production output and reduces
unnecessary costs.
Ready-Mix Concrete — effectively route your fleet assets to
and from job sites to improve per-shift performance and reduce
unnecessary costs.
Paving & Asphalt — understand machine health and maximize
uptime as well as utilization.

INDUSTRY SEGMENT—AGGREGATE

Substantial improvements
in production output
Make substantial improvements in aggregate production
output when you understand actual payload data, haul cycle times,
machine health and fuel consumption. AXiS/OneView gathers key data
points in the workflow of aggregate production, allowing quarries to
identify and reduce cost per ton-mile and easily identify trends.

Optimized distribution of finished aggregate product relies on
knowing when and where goods need to be, and providing the
most efficient routing.
Construction materials companies can now make unprecedented
improvements in production output while reducing operating costs.

Unified Production Report
Immediate visibility of assets in use

INDUSTRY SEGMENT—READY MIX

Optimization
in ready-mix delivery
Optimization in ready-mix delivery occurs when you
understand the time spent in the stages of a delivery cycle,
including preload, load time, yard time, travel time, on site time
and return time. This information allows plants to calculate radial
miles within the system and instantly dispatch the vehicle to the
exact site location. Optimized distribution of final product relies
on knowing when and where goods need to be, and providing the
most efficient routing.
The AXiS/OneView platform gathers key data points in the workflow
of ready-mix distribution so construction materials companies can
make sustainable improvements in delivery optimization while
reducing operating costs.
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PRODUCT SUMMARY

AXiS/ONEVIEW
unifies data from multiple OEM telematics
units in one platform where businesses can:
PREVENT
EQUIPMENT
DOWNTIME

LOWER
FUEL
COSTS

INCREASE
ASSET
UTILIZATION

MEASURE
FLEET
EFFICIENCY

TRACK FUEL USE
WITH GILBARCO
INTEGRATION

In the office or out in the field, track every metric no
matter the location. Access valuable business insight
through desktop, laptop, tablet, or cell phone.

The app functionality only operates if Qtanium Connect
software is purchased.

